ABSTRACT: This study endeavors to focus on developing an evaluation method for comparative analysis of process performance before and after reengineering. Business Process Reengineering (BPR) is a relatively recent concept that has stemmed from management and computer science roots. Process performance evaluations are crucial to managers in identifying the benefit of new process after reengineering. Currently, BPR lacks an effective method of measuring performance. The primary objective of this study is to define a structured process to evaluate the process performance based on the Process Value (PV). The PV, consisting of two major factors, namely process time and customer satisfaction, is developed to evaluate the procedural performance. Process time is an index used to measure the process efficiency, while customer satisfaction is applied for evaluating process effectiveness. Concept derived from the Queueing Theory is used to analyze the time performance of BPR, and Target Attainability Matrix is applied to quantify the customer satisfaction. Dividing process effectiveness with process efficiency, the PV is obtained to assess the reengineering results. The evaluation method has been successfully implemented to real operations in construction industry. It is used as a basis from which business managers can clearly understand the process performance difference before and after reengineering. In addition, the results provide a good reference for those interested in adopting BPR in the industry.
INTRODUCTION
Ever since Hammer elevated BPR in 1990s [Hammer ＆ Champy 1993] , most of the articles discussing BPR are only about statements of its steps, design methods, procedures, and prospects after application. They hardly touch upon BPR's performance evaluation methods and standards, leaving businesses unable to figure out the differences before, during and after the application of BPR. A set of proper mechanism of BPR performance evaluation can help businesses understand the differences between before and after reengineering, employ efficient resources on right processing, and build a continuous improvement sequence to deal with any business competition.
Therefore, the primary purpose of this study is to use the idea of "BPR, Queueing Theory, and Process Value (PV)" to develop a "Construction Management Process Performance Evaluation (CMPPE)" model shown in Fig. 1 . Using CMPPE, construction company can systematically identify and define the major procedural categories of construction management. Further aims are as follows: Concept derived from the Queueing Theory is used to analyze the time performance of BPR; Target Attainability Matrix [Cheng, 2003 ] is applied to quantify the customer satisfaction; and Dividing process effectiveness with process efficiency, the PV is obtained to assess the reengineering results. Finally, precise calculation on the performance value difference after reengineering can assure that the success of reengineering may prevent construction companies from applying new processing without a thorough performance evaluation. This study can serve as a basis from which to execute process reengineering and process performance evaluation.
p r o c e s s r e p r e s e n t a t io n p r o c e s s e v a lu a t io n p r o c e s s t im e e s t im a t e c u s t o m e r s a t i s f a c t i o n e v a lu a t io n 1 . B u s in e s s p r o c e s s r e e n g in e e r in g 2 . R e e n g in e e r in g p e r f o r m a n c e e v a lu a t io n 3 . R e e n g in e e r in g p e r f o r m a n c e c o n f ir m C M P R o r g a n iz a t io n a d ju s t m e n t p r o c e s s r e d e s ig n p r o c e s s v a lu e c a lc u la t io n v a lu e a d d e d r a t e c a lc u la t io n The research uses both 'time' and 'customer satisfaction' as indexes of process reengineering performance evaluation, whose framework and steps of evaluation are to be discussed below.
Figure 1. Structure of "Construction Management Process Performance Evaluation (CMPPE)" model

BUSINESS PROCESS REENGINEERING
PROCESS REENGINEERING TIME FACTOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The entire process, to a business, is like a gigantic queueing system. The followings are steps for process reengineering time factor performance evaluation.
Step 1 Collecting information
Investigate "The interval time between two bidding", " The interval time between two award of contract" and "The interval time between two subcontracting".
Take into account of every activity's operation time and human resource needed in the process, then calculating every activity's operation time per person of former process, define as "Service rate in activity ". Then survey and calculating "Service rate in activity" of each new process.
Step 2 Information analysis
This step is used to check the above information in the goodness-of-fit to insure the information is available to applying in queueing theory model, and to calculate expected value and variance of collected information, see Table 1 and 2.
Step 3 Selecting queueing theory model Based on the result of the statistical test, the research has found that each arrival rate of bidding and service rate in activities does not show any possible distribution. With arrival rate of GI/G/1, queueing theory model's arrival rate and service rate distribution can be of random of distribution, thus the research adopts GI/G/1 queueing theory model. The arrival rate and service rate of GI/G/1 model can be regarded as independent identical distribution and general distribution.
Step4 Establish queueing theory model
The queueing theory model adopted by this research is a mathematic one emphasized by [Buzacott 1993] 。The mathematic model has two major parts, First is the overall operational time(including waiting)in each activity (the summation of both time that project pending for implementation and being implementated) as shown in equation (1). The accumulation of each operational time thus lead to average overall processing time. Second is the operation departure rate (shown as squared coefficient of variation) shown in equation (2). Because operation departure rate is often the arrival rate of the next activity, squared coefficient of variation in interarrival stages is need to be calculated. Coding the queueing theory model program then input data of both new and old processes into the program, and calculate the overall processing time of each process. Procurement/Subcontracting process is taken as an example in the research to explain the following steps. a. Establish operational process model based on represented process. b. Input "Expected value and Variance value of the interval working hours between two award of contract" as shown in Assume the departure rate of first activity is equal to next activity's arrival rate. The program can calculate the overall processing time of next activity by Eq.1. By this procedure, the overall processing time of each activity in the process can be estimated. The overall processing time of both new and old processes can be known by cumulating all activities' overall processing time in the process.
Step6 Time performance evaluation before and after reengineering.
Make a comparison in processing time between before and after reengineering. The shrinkage of overall processing time of the new process is obvious shown by Table 3 .
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROCESS REENGINEERING WITH CUSTOMERS SATISFACTION FACTOR
Using the concept of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) method, this study transforms company policy and customer concerns into targets of process. This study is applying the method of "Target Attainability Matrix" in examining the attainability of target as an important source for measuring the effectiveness of process. The main steps of the evaluation process are described as follows.
Step1 Definition of the Operational Strategy and Policy of Company
A company's operation can be viewed as a serial composition of processes. Each process has targets to achieve. In this framework, it is essential to combine company policy with targets of each process in order to accomplish company policy. Before analyzing process, a company's operation policy must first be defined. Inclusion of policy demands when setting process targets is also essential to the realization of a company's operation policy and its customer needs.
Step2 Identification of the Internal and External Customers of the Process
In the process operation, the output of the previous process is the input for the next. This means that the follow-up process will check the result of the preceding process. Based on this condition, the followings are the definitions of internal and external customers. Internal customers are those who actually participate in the process. External customer are the consumers who accept the final products of the process. The objective of this step is to identify the executor of each operation from the process diagram. The executor is the internal customer of the previous operation.
Taking the example of procurement/subcontracting process, the internal and external customers of each process are identified and listed in the 2nd and 3rd columns of Table 4 .
Step3. Surveying of Customers' Requirements of Process
Customer's requirements have to be considered when setting process targets. Based on the internal and external customers identified above, the demands of each customer are established and shown in the 4th column of Table  4. Expert's interviews are used to collect customer's requirements in the case of company A for the procurement/subcontracting process.
Step4 Determination of Process Targets
The process must satisfy customer's demands. To satiate customer's demands, the process must have the capability to assign human resource and other related resources to accomplish the necessary tasks. Hence, this step treats customer's demands as input information to determine the targets of process. The identification of process targets are described as follows: a. Determination of the process targets according to customer demand. Process Targets Deployment (PTD) method developed in this study is used to transform the customer demands into process target. Taking the example of procurement /subcontracting process, the targets of the process as shown on the top of Table 4 , are determined based on the PTD analysis. b. Analysis of the relative importance of process targets. The relative importance of process targets is identified using Relative Importance Weight Evaluation Matrix (as shown in Table 4 ). In the matrix, customer's demands are listed vertically in the left-hand side and process targets are listed at the top. Based on the relationship between the two, the corresponding number rij (rij: 1, 3, 5) is determined. The higher the value of rij, the more the target elicits customer's demands. Then, considering the emphasis customers place on each demand, represent it as pj (pj: 1~5 points) and fill it in on the right-hand side of the matrix. The degree of emphasis is assessed by questionnaires and interviews. Finally, use equation (3) to calculate the score of relative importance (Wi) of each process target:
where Wi :relative importance weight for process target i; m :the number of customer's demands; n :the number of process targets; i :the ith item of process targets; j :the jth item of customer's demands; rij :the corresponding rating between the ith process target and the jth customer demand, rij =1, 3, 5; pj :the emphasis degree of the jth customer demand; pj =1~5. The score of process target (Wi ) represents the degree of demand satisfaction that the process target delivers to the customer -the higher the score, the higher the satisfaction. Using the case of procurement/subcontracting process as an example, this study conducts interviews with senior managers to complete the Relative Importance Weight Evaluation Matrix for the company. The score of relative importance (Wi) of each process target is calculated as shown in Table 4 .
Step5 Analysis of Process Target Achievement
A quantitative method is used to calculate the achievement of each process target that the operational functions complete. Table 5 , the Process Target Achievement Matrix (PTAM), illustrates this concept. Taking the case of after reengineering "Procurement/Subcontracting " process as an example, the operation items in process diagram are placed on the left of the table and the process targets and scores of relative importance weight (W i ) are listed at the top of the table.
Based on each process target, the attainability of each operation for each process target A ik (A ik : 0~10/10) is evaluated by the senior managers. After completing the A ik evaluation, the Operation Target (6) where g: number of process operations; n: number of process targets; OAi: the attainability of ith process target achieved by the process operations; Aik: operation k's attainability of the ith process target; TA: total attainability of process to the targets, TA=0~100; Ck: contribution of operation k.
OAi, TA, and Ck can be used as indices for process evaluation. OAi represents the process attainability of a certain process target -the higher the number the more probable the attainability. TA represents the process' total attainability -the higher the value, the more suitable the operational function related to the process targets. Ck represents the contribution of a certain operation to all process targets -the higher the number, the greater the contribution, which also means the function is more likely to satisfy customer demand.
Step7 Use Customer Satisfaction Comparison Before and After Reengineering
Using the total attainability of process to the targets (TA) to evaluation the customer satisfaction. The TA of the process before and after reengineering are shown in Table 6 6. REENGINEERING PERFORMANCE CONFIRM Performance is evaluated by "Process Value" [4] , which is customer satisfaction achieved with time as unit, as shown in equation (7). Time unit is used to evaluate the speed to achieve customer satisfaction, as business seeks for more efficient way to reach expected goal after reengineering. Therefore, the sooner a goal is reached, the more value a process is added.
According to an investigation in 1993 and 1994, conducted by Gateway Management Consultant Company surveying CEOs, 90% of the recipients believe that when value added rate is over 25%, such performance can be seen as a breakthrough. This research also uses the "Value added rate" as a standard for evaluation value added rate of the process, Table 7 shows the application of equation (8) on processes before and after reengineering. Increase rate of three operational process after reengineering are over 25%; therefore, the performance of BPR in construction company A can be considered as a breakthrough. 
Processing value (PV)＝
